Recently research shows that heterogeneous model is needed to explain some complex combustion behaviors in SHS. However, more heterogeneous details be considered more difficulties will be faced. A micro-heterogeneous & macro-homogeneous model is proposed in this paper based on some previous works for this problem. Combustion compact is divided into lots of little units, which are composed of a large number of small particles. Considering a well-mixed situation, properties of every unit must be almost the same, so the compact can be treated as a macro-homogeneous system on the scale of these little units. During the combustion, every unit will have a heterogeneous properties and change; it can be gotten by a micro-heterogeneous model. Therefore, the micro-heterogeneous characters are connected with the Marco-combustion behaviors. Combustion dynamics of Ti-C-Fe system was studied to certify this model. Results show well consistency with experiments results.
Introduction
Self-propagating high temperature synthesis (SHS), as a hot academic point in material synthesis, has been paid lots of attention since its foundation. Lots of study had been done on this technology. However, there still are some ambiguous needed to unclose. Complex combusting thermal dynamics is an important one. The first theory work had been done by Merzhanov and his co-workers [1] . Fourier conduction equations with some nonlinear terms such as heat radiation and so on were presented based on a homogenous and continuous media model. This homogenous model has been used for a long time because it could explain lots of experimental phenomenon well [1, 2] . However, many phenomenon were found recently that could not be explained by it when more systems were studied and faster recorded equipments were used [3] . I. Kotin [4] believed that these difficulties were caused by the assumption of homogenous and continuous combustion media. In fact, combustion media is discrete and heterogeneous. In order to explain these experiment results, Yangsheng Zhang [5, 6] had proposed a heterogeneous model. Considering a disordered porous media, thermal energy and mass transporting in media were described with percolation model. 
The nucleation is dealt with by "creating" a finite number of seeds of product when local supersaturation is arrived. Diffusion mass transfer in the process is also been considered by a linear equation in a liquid filled circular conduit:
More details can be found in reference [5, 6] . However the more details been considered the more difficulties would be front in the numerical calculation. Usually it is impossible to analysis the combustion multi-dimension behaviors of a factual system including a great number of particles, like the first model did.
In order to get the combustion details and its dimension dynamics behaviors together a micro-heterogeneous & macro-homogeneous model is proposed at the base of above works in this paper. Combustion dynamics of Ti-C-Fe system was studied to certify this model.
Theoretical model
Combustion compact is composed by lots of particles, Ti, C and Fe. Usually these particles are very small: sever micrometers or nanometers. In a cubic millimeter field there can include great number of these particles. Maybe there are some difference between these different little cubes, these difference will be very small if the powder is well mixed. Therefore, the combustion media can be treated as a homogeneous system in macro scale. During the combustion, all properties of every unit are keeping changing. These physical properties can be calculated by Zhang's heterogeneous model. It is the basic assumption of the micro-heterogeneous & macro-homogeneous model. Of course, this way will lead to some inaccuracy. But considering recording equipments can only resolve millimeter scale combustion behavior, the error should be limited and can be accepted..
The basic equations are the following:
C , the volume and content of solid or liquid "i"; "h", the total enthalpy
Chemical reaction
It was reported there are two chemical reaction mechanisms during Ti-C SHS process. Under a low temperature, the chemical reaction is mainly controlled by liquid Ti element diffusion in solid C. Under a high combustion temperature, part of C will dissolve to liquid Ti. The dissolution-nucleation process becomes the main controlling for the chemical reaction. The transport point of the mechanism is about 3050K [3, 7] . In this paper, dilution Fe was added to Ti-C system to keep the combustion temperature under 3050K. From Fick diffusion laws，the continuum equation can be given as:
Mass conservation equation is the following： 
Results and discussions
While the combusting behavior of Ti-C system is a steady one, temperature change of every point in the compact could be believed as the same. Fig.1 had showed the combustion temperature figure recorded and the calculated result. It can be found that the presented new model shows more extracted, considering results calculated by traditional homogenous model, a 3200℃ maximum combustion temperature. Cal cul at ed r esul t Fig.1 Theoretic and experimental combustion temperature vs. combustion time The effects of particle size also have been studied. With four types particles above, relative experiments and calculation have been done. Results of particle size on combustion temperature and velocity have been shown in Fig2. Combustion temperature and velocity decrease with the increasing of average particle size.
Because some ideal models had been used in this calculation, such as pore distribution, there still exit difference between calculation and experimental results. How to descript the structure of particles and its arranging mode is still needed for a more exactly imitation.
It was reported that with the content of additive Fe increasing the steady combustion behavior would change to an unsteady mode, spinning combustion [8, 9] . With the theory model, this phenomenon also can be explained. With a Fe content of 58wt% the spinning combustion mode appeared. Fig3 had shown the calculated results. Results show that spinning combustion is a result of a weak exothermal reaction and an unsymmetrical initial temperature distribution.
Summary
From the above results, it can be found that there are very good consistency between the theory results and experimental results. The spinning combustion mode also shows the model can be Tc TC2 Vc VC2 Fig.2 Combustion temperature and wave propagating velocity vs. C particle size: TC, experimental combustion temperature; TC2, calculated combustion temperature; Vc, experiment combustion wave propagating speed; VC2, calculated combustion wave propagating speed. With the particle increase the difference between the calculated and the experimental becomes smaller.
